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(1)  Rotating Plate Impactor
(2) Optical Particle Counter (Hy-OPC)
℃
• Weight : 302 g
• 3 stages  (10 ㎛, 2.5 ㎛, 1.0 ㎛~ or 0.5 ㎛ )
• 24 TEM grids / stage 
 Miniaturized Instruments
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 Atmospheric Aerosol monitoring comparison with Grimm 1.108 for 8.5 hours.
 Optical Particle Counter ( Hy-OPC)
Performance Evaluation
 Miniaturized Instruments
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(3) Condensation Particle Counter (Hy-CPC)  
℃
 Miniaturized Instruments
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(3) Condensation Particle Counter (Hy-WCPC)  
 Miniaturized Instruments
J. Aerosol. Sci., 113 (2017) 12-19
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 Miniaturized Instruments
 Hy-SMPS Performance Evaluation
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(4) Hy-SMPS with OPC, O3, VOC, BC, PC, T, RH, WiFi, GPS, Wind speed & dir. 
 Miniaturized Instruments
4kg w/ battery
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J. of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology, 2018, V25, p727
(5) Iso-kinetic Sampling Probe for Variable Moving Speed
 Miniaturized Instruments
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U0=75 km/h, Angle of Attack 30
o
U0=75 km/h, Angle of Attack 10
o U0=75 km/h, Angle of Attack 20
o
(5) Iso-kinetic Sampling Probe for Variable Moving Speed (different Angle of Attack)
 Miniaturized Instruments
J. of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology, 2018, V25, p727
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(5) Ground Control Station Monitoring Program
 Miniaturized Instruments
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Tethered Balloon with Particle Instruments
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Tethered Balloon Test
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 Single Particle Element Analysis (Sampled with Rotating Stage Impactor)
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2016. June 10 @ campus
Tethered Balloon Test
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Vertical Profile by Hy-SMPS
Tethered Balloon Measurement
2016 July 13 (Majadahonda, Spain)
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Institute de Salud Carlos III Campus, Majadahonda, Spain, 14 July 2016
Massalya Monitoring Station
Hy-SMPS 
Tethered Balloon
Majadahonda, Spain
July 14, 2016 
Tethered Balloon Measurement
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2016 July 14 (Majadahonda, Spain)
Tethered Balloon Measurement
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 6511-6533, 2018 Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 16601-16618, 2018
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Sounding Balloon with Particle Instruments
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Sounding Balloon Measurement
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3D Map (04/Feb/2015) 
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Sounding Balloon Measurement
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- Vertical profiles of Hy-OPC(04/Feb/2015)_Ascending - Vertical profiles of Hy-OPC(04/Feb/2015)_Descending
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Drone with Particle Instruments
1. Drone Performance and Safety Evaluation
2. Sensor Evaluation
3. Vertical Profile Measurement
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■ Vertical wind (Vertical Wind Tunnel Test)
■ Horizontal wind (Horizontal Wind Tunnel Test)
 Drone Safety Evaluation
■ Motor Fail test
■ GPS signal lost test
■ Geo Fencing test
■ Night Flight test
■ Fully Automatic Take-off and Landing
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 Sensor Performance Evaluation
■ Comparison with the Meteorological Tower Sensors
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M. Tower Drone D WS
Average 3.5 m/s 3.0 m/s 0.5 m/s
SD 0.8 m/s 0.8 m/s 0.0 m/s
■ Wind Speed
Drone
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 Sensor Performance Evaluation
(Comparison with Meteorological Tower Sensors)
■ Wind Direction
M. Tower Drone D WD
Average 155.7° 150.7° 5.0°
SD 22.2° 18.1° 4.1°
Drone
Tower
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■ Temperature
M. Tower Drone D T
Average 22.7°C 23.0°C - 0.3°C
SD 1.0°C 1.0°C 0.0°C
Drone
Tower
 Sensor Performance Evaluation
(Comparison with Meteorological Tower Sensors)
■ Relative Humidity
M. Tower Drone D RH
Average 75.1 % 75.9 % - 0.8 %
SD 5.1 % 5.0 % 0.1 %
Drone
Tower
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 Low Temp. Test in Mongolia
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2018 June 7
Korea Global Atmosphere Watch Center Longitude : E 126.33o
Latitude   : N 36.538o
1030 m
 Vertical Profile Measurement (1,030 m)
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 Vertical Profile Measurement (1,030 m)
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 Vertical Profile Measurement (1,030 m)
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 Vertical Profile Measurement (1,030 m)
Horizontal Particle Flux Profile
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Dec. 10, 2018
 Vertical Profile Measurement (2,500 m)
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 Vertical Profile Measurement (2,500 m)
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 Vertical Profile Measurement (2,500 m)
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 Vertical Profile Measurement (2,500 m)
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 Vertical Profile Measurement (2,500 m)
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• Location : Tianjin
• May 2, 2017
■ Drone + Hy-SMPS + OPC + Impactor Test
Vertical Profile Measurement
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■ Drone + Hy-SMPS Test
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Vertical Profile Measurement
• Location : Tianjin
• May 2, 2017
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Other Applications
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Construction Site
(Octocopter + Real-time monitoring view )
 Horizontal Profile Measurement
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 Horizontal Profile Measurement
with fixed wing drone
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 Ship Emission Measurement with
Drone & Hy-OPC
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 Commuter Exposure Measurement with
Back-pack system (Hy-SMPS, Hy-OPC)
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 Commuter Exposure Measurement with
Back-pack system (Hy-SMPS, O3)
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Location
A Road
B Bus
C Subway Platform
D Subway
E Subway Turnstile
F Next to the driveway
G An alley between buildings
H construction site
I Subway
J Road
K Bus Platform
L Taxi
M Smoking area
HYU
Campus
Gangnam St.2018. 10. 15
(08:12~13:27)
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 Commuter Exposure Measurement with
Back-pack system (Hy-SMPS, OPC)
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Conclusions
1. Portable aerosol measuring instruments are successfully developed.
2. Using balloon and UAV, the aerosol vertical distributions are 
successfully measured.
3. A vertical aerosol flux distribution can be measured.
4. A new particle formation in the PBL is measured.
5. This will be a new tool for the atmospheric aerosol researchers.
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